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Mini is the smallest of our sprayers,
but with such a small size surprises
with the convenience, power and
variety of applications. Mini works
everywhere and only depends on
you how to use it creatively.

We have created Master Ergo
sprayer for gardening enthusiasts,
but its smart solutions will also
be appreciated by professional
users. The ergonomics of use, the
smoothness of shape and its unique
features make us proud of it.

If you are just starting your
adventure with the garden, Hobby
sprayer will be perfect for you. It
has a part of our most advanced
solutions and the possibility to use
each of our lances makes it the best
choice for the start.

Profession sprayers are our oldest
family of products, and their evolution was based on the knowledge
and experience of gardeners and
farmers. Their needs were shaping
the solutions and equipment in the
Profession sprayers. Now everyone
can draw on their knowledge, because the Profession has everything you
expect, and most importantly it will
never disappoint you.

Can one device have everything?
Yes. Profession+ is like a Swiss
army knife. Multifunctional, richly
equipped, much more to do with it.
In one package you get everything
you expect from a sprayer.

If you need equipment for serious
work, Titan will prove perfect. Large
capacity, comfort of usage and
patented solutions – all for you. With
Titan sprayer you can work and not
feel you do it.

500, 1000

LIGHTWEIGHT

Our sprayers are light and handy. Minimizing
the weight of our products we make the work
more comfortable and using the best materials
our sprayers retain greater durability with
minimum weight.

3D FLEX

Nozzles in our sprayers have a smooth
regulation of the spraying angle from a wide
spray to a single stream. All you need is one
nozzle that can be used for both watering and
misting.
ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE

AUTO LOCK

3D Flex is a construction that gives more flexibility of use. Sprayers with 3D Flex can work in
any position, even with the tank upside down.
Thanks to this solution you will reach even the
most inaccessible areas with great ease.

The autolock button on the Marolex handle
makes work more comfortable. It reduces the
strain on the hand muscles during long work
with the sprayer. The trigger button pressed
and moved forward gets blocked in the open
position without having to press it during
spraying.
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EFFICIENT PUMP

REINFORCED HOSE

The pump was constructed with the help
of computer simulation tools, analyzing the
tension of the material, thanks to which we
obtained a light and durable pump. The
handle has been adapted to the shape of the
hand, which guarantees a secure grip when
pumping, minimizing tiredness.
All hoses in our sprayers have additional
internal reinforcement, increasing resistance
to pressure and external factors. They are
resistant to bending, cracking and stretching.
The three-layer construction makes quality
without compromise.

profession

profession+

Our high-pressure tank ensures the highest
safety of use. A special method of its production
and a several-stage quality control process
guarantee a long working life and safety
BUILT-IN STIRRER

LONG WARRANTY

All telescopic lances are equipped with dust
protection system APS, preventing the entry
of dirtiness between the lances. Thanks to this
solution, they are considered to be one of the
most reliable devices of this type on the market.
LANCE SEALING

A specially designed mixer, used in profession+
sprayer, during each pumping mixes a solution
used for liming, preventing its delamination. This
simple appliance guarantees always perfectly
mixed lime solution and ensures its even
application.

titan

GLASS VALVE SYSTEM

The used ball valve allows free liquid flow so
viscous and dense solutions can be sprayed.
Liming and impregnation with this sprayer
are much simpler and faster due to high flow
efficiency
HIGH FLOW VALVE

SOFT BELTS

The glass elements in the pump valves (GVS)
ensure the chemical resistance and long-term
operation of the pump. Glass is a material not
reacting with chemical agents, that is why we
used it in our patented pump construction.

Marolex focuses on ergonomics and user’s
comfort, which is why we have created soft,
waterproof carrying straps that guarantee
right fitting to the shape of the body. Smooth
regulation allows you to adjust the length of
belts optimally to different height and size of
the user’s body.
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We all like how it’s light and easy.
The Movi sprayer does not have to
be carried. This sprayer runs slightly
and is very maneuverable, and
its capacity is a surprise for many
people. If you need a serious tool
and the highest comfort, choose the
Movi sprayer.

Turn it on, put it on your back and
forget about restrictions. With the RX
battery sprayer, you get everywhere,
and the built-in battery will allow
you to have an amazingly long work
without charging.

Our biggest sprayer is simply
impressive. Over average capacity,
exceptional mobility, powering
supply to our biggest battery, and
above all, an efficient pump. The
VX sprayer is pure power and no
compromises.

From the very beginning, we wanted
to create a sprayer that will be light
and battery-powered. With the
FX you will discover a whole new
dimension of work. It weighs only
4.2 kg and its battery lasts for over
3 hours of continuous work. Most of
all you can very easily exchange the
batteries and keep on working.

ADJUSTED GRIP

At Marolex we understand the needs of
different users therefore the height of the grip
in the Movi sprayer can be adjusted to your
height. The correct grip setting reduces the
effort and takes care of your spine.

ELECTRONIC SECURITY

FAST CHARGING

Changes are important, but sometimes
stabilization is needed so we have equipped
the RX sprayer with the expansion tank to
ensure the pressure is stable and never fell.

Wide and durable wheels guarantee stability
and easy movement on various surfaces. The
polished surface structure of wheels ensures
that the sprayer does not get stuck in loose
ground or slides on wet grass.
STABLE WHEELS

The microprocessor in our sprayers
is responsible for control, safety and
optimization. Thanks to advanced algorithms,
sprayers use batteries more efficiently, save
energy so that you can work longer.

CONSTANT PRESSURE

fx

Our modern batteries are ready to use
whenever you need them. The quick charger
limits the charging time to the necessary
minimum. We value your time therefore instant
charging is our standard.

LI-ION POWERED

Filtration is crucial for intensive spraying.
The electric series sprayers have a 3-stage
filtration that protects nozzles and ensures
perfect spraying.
TRIPLE FILTRATION

Our sprayers are evolving together with the
latest technology, which is why we use the
most modern power sources in them. Lithiumion batteries were created to minimize weight
and use the available energy most efficiently.

Is 3 hours a lot? In our opinion it is too much,
because during this time you can spray over
200 liters that is nearly 30 tanks without a
single charge.
FAST CHARGING

Sprayers
for years!

